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A variety of experimental techniques have improved the 2D and 3D spatial resolution that can
be extracted from in vivo single-molecule measurements. This enables researchers to quantitatively
infer the magnitude and directionality of forces experienced by biomolecules in their native cellular
environments. Situations where such forces are biologically relevant range from mitosis to directed
transport of protein cargo along cytoskeletal structures. Models commonly applied to quantify
single-molecule dynamics assume that effective forces and velocity in the x, y (or x, y, z) directions
are statistically independent, but this assumption is physically unrealistic in many situations. We
present a hypothesis testing approach capable of determining if there is evidence of statistical de-
pendence between positional coordinates in experimentally measured trajectories; if the hypothesis
of independence between spatial coordinates is rejected, then a new model accounting for 2D (3D)
interactions should be considered to more faithfully represent the underlying experimental kinet-
ics. The technique is robust in the sense that 2D (3D) interactions can be detected via statistical
hypothesis testing even if there is substantial inconsistency between the physical particle’s actual
noise sources and the simplified model’s assumed noise structure. For example, 2D (3D) interactions
can be reliably detected even if the researcher assumes normal diffusion, but the experimental data
experiences “anomalous diffusion” and/or is subjected to a measurement noise characterized by a
distribution differing from that assumed by the fitted model. The approach is demonstrated on
control simulations and on experimental data (IFT88 directed transport in the primary cilium).
PACS numbers: 87.80.Nj, 87.10.Mn, 05.40Jc, 2.50.Tt, 5.45.Tp
I. INTRODUCTION
Several advances in optical microscopy have increased
the spatial and temporal resolution that can be extracted
from single particle tracking (SPT) experiments. For
example, the techniques used in Refs. [1–9] enable re-
searchers to experimentally monitor the 2D (or 3D) ki-
netics of a fluorescently tagged biomolecule in vivo. How-
ever, commonly used SPT analysis techniques do not
explicitly model 2D or 3D spatial interactions despite
the fact that spatially dependent force interactions or
anisotropic diffusion can be important in many biological
processes including intracellular trafficking [8], diffusion
in confined environments [9], molecular motor induced
transport [6], chromatin dynamics [10], and mitosis [11].
Recent articles related to SPT analysis methods have
studied 2D/3D estimation [12–14] and goodness-of-fit
(GoF) testing [14] (i.e., checking the consistency of model
assumptions against individual experimental trajectories
containing thermal and measurement noise). GoF tests
are helpful in checking the various statistical assumptions
implied by an assumed model, but GoF tests looking for
non-specific model imperfections are not always desirable
in SPT data analysis. For example, suppose a researcher
observes a 2D time series generated by an SPT exper-
iment (positions of the tagged particle are denoted by
x and y) and subsequently uses this to estimate the pa-
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rameters of a standard diffusion, but the underlying data
is generated by a process with anomalous diffusion (i.e.,
H 6= 12 where H is the Hurst exponent [15–20]). If a
GoF test is used and the model is rejected, the GoF test
would not directly reveal the specific reason for rejection
[14, 21]. In this example, the incorrect thermal noise
model would ultimately lead to rejection by a consistent
GoF test regardless of whether or not unmodeled statis-
tical dependence exists between the x and y coordinates.
In situations where a researcher is solely interested in
determining if statistically significant evidence of 2D or
3D interactions exists in the experimental data, he/she
may want to specifically test for any dependence between
x, y (or x, y, z) measurements. It would be desirable to
have such a hypothesis test be robust to questionable
modeling assumptions which can be challenging to test
in short SPT trajectories containing both thermal fluc-
tuations and noise induced by the measurement appara-
tus. For example, the anomalous vs. standard diffusion
question can be hard to resolve using a single trajec-
tory when one only has access to a time series spanning
≈ 1 − 5 s and measurement noise is significant relative
to thermal fluctuations [18–20] (this noise is sometimes
referred to as “localization noise” [22] in the SPT lit-
erature). Robustness against questionable localization
noise assumptions is desirable since this noise is difficult
to accurately quantify in many experiments [14, 22–24]
despite its potential heavy influence on parameter esti-
mation, hypothesis testing, and other model diagnostics
[25–27]. In addition, methods not requiring ensemble av-
eraging (i.e., those capable of carrying out tests with a
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2single trajectory) are of interest since the effective dy-
namics experienced in vivo can be heterogeneous due to
varying local micro-environments [14, 19, 20].
In this work, we present such a hypothesis testing tech-
nique. This is accomplished by combining techniques dis-
cussed in Refs. [14] and [28]. Practical utility of the
approach is demonstrated through both simulation and
experiments. Although we focus on situations motivated
by SPT experiments, the techniques are applicable to
other single-molecule experiments involving 2D (or 3D)
time series measurements.
II. METHODS
A. Data Generating Process (DGP) Used in
Simulation Studies
For the simulation cases studied, a stochastic differen-
tial equation (SDE) model of the form:
d~rt =
σσT
kBT
F~rtdt+
√
2σd ~BHt (1)
~ψk =~rk + ~k, (2)
is used as the data generating process (DGP). In the
expression above, ~rt ∈ Rd denotes the position of the
tagged particle (e.g., if d = 2 then r = (x, y)T where
T denotes the transpose operation); kBT is the product
of Boltzmann’s constant and temperature; the product
of F ∈ Rd×d and ~rt determines the instantaneous force
experienced by the particle; ~BHt is a fractional Brownian
motion (fBm) [16, 19, 20] [29]; and ~ψk is the measure-
ment/observation vector taken at time tk. Note that the
position is not directly observed due experimental arti-
facts like localization noise [18, 22]; the latter is mod-
eled a mean zero Gaussian noise ~k having covariance R.
Both σ and R are diagonal matrices ∈ Rd×d. To specify
the model parameters, we report possible nonzero ele-
ments of matrices; for example, if d = 2, then F will
have four parameters (F11,F21,F12,F22) and R will have
two (R11,R22) where subscripts denote rows/columns.
B. Model and Hypothesis Testing Procedure
Outline
To model observations, the multivariate SDEs (with
H = 12 ) presented in Ref. [14] are utilized. This assumed
model structure allows one to utilize exact Kalman filter
likelihood equations for both estimation and inference.
After applying maximum likelihood estimation (MLE),
one can use the estimated MLE parameter, the model’s
implied conditional distribution, and the time series ob-
servations ({ψk}Nk=1) to generate the normalized innova-
tion sequence {~ek}Nk=1 [14]. In what follows (using nota-
tion from Ref. [28]), components of the estimated nor-
malized innovation vector, ~ek, are denoted by ejk where
the first subscript indexes the position coordinate and
the second subscript indexes time.
In Ref. [14], the components of different coordinates
were combined into a single time series, e.g. a one di-
mension vector of the form (e11, e21, e31, e12, e22, . . . e3N )
was constructed for each MLE; subsequently, the GoF
tests reported in Ref. [30] were utilized. The problem
with this approach is that temporal and spatial mea-
surement information is aggregated together. This can
result in a loss of power in detecting model imperfections
caused by time dependent interactions between different
spatial coordinates. Furthermore, Hong and Li’s tests
are GoF tests seeking to detect any model imperfection
(some modeling errors may not be of scientific interest).
The methods of Duchesne et al. focus on tests that de-
pend on the empirical rank statistics of estimated residu-
als [28] (in our situation, the residuals are the normalized
innovations [27]). Duchesne et al.’s approach utilizes a
multivariate time series analysis approach applicable to
two or more components (technical complications asso-
ciated with testing time series vectors in R3 are readily
handled [28]). The multivariate approach respects the
natural time and space ordering of the raw observations
(in contrast the GoF approach used in Ref. [27] where
a d = 3 vector was collapsed to a d = 1 vector as il-
lustrated in the previous paragraph). To achieve this,
Duchesne et al. developed a technique that uses the
so-called Mo¨bius transformation to map a collection of
empirical distributions to a collection of asymptotically
independent Gaussian random variables under the null
hypothesis of independence.
In this study, we compute HN (the generalized cross
correlation statistic discussed in Ref. [28]) to test for de-
pendence. We also study the related Cramer-von Mises
test statistic, WN [28]. The Appendix summarizes and
discusses the equations originally presented in Ref. [28]
that we utilize in this work. Note that we study multi-
ple test statistics for both GoF and independence testing
since selecting the “best” test statistic in finite sample
sizes where spatial and/or temporal dependence exists in
the observational data can be difficult [21].
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Exact 2D Model Incorrect 1D Model
FIG. 1. (Color online). Percent rejections obtained with four test
statistics applied to two models (vertical lines denote error bars).
Dashed horizontal line displays expected percent rejection under
null and infinite sample sizes. (Left) 2D model with H = 1
2
and
correlation (induced by F ) matching the DGP. (Right) Incorrect
1D model neglecting statistical dependence.
3C. Simulation Parameters
In all cases studied, the trajectory observations are
{~ψk}Nk=1 where 10 ms separate observations and the
system temperature is 310 K. For the simulations,
400 Monte Carlo trajectories were used to estimate
MLEs and test statistics. The SDE parameters are:
F = (−4,−.2,−1,−.1) [ pNµm ], σ = (.2, .3) [ µms1/2 ],
R = (30, 20) [nm] for the 2D simulations and F =
(−4,−.2, 0,−1,−.1, .1, 0, 0 − .1) [ pNµm ], σ = (.2, .3, .3)
[ µm
s1/2
], R = (30, 20, 20) [nm] for 3D.
D. Experimental Details
IFT88-eYFP tracking experiments in live cultured cells
[31] were performed using an Olympus IX-71 inverted mi-
croscope with a 100x, 1.4 NA oil objective (UPLSAPO,
Olympus). Cell culture was performed as previously
described [32]. Two days prior to experiments, cells
were detached (Invitrogen, TripLE Express) from cell
culture dishes (Thermo Scientific, tissue culture treated
10 cm dish) and replated onto cell-culture filters (Corn-
ing, Costar Transwell 0.4 µm Polyester Membrane 6.5
mm Inserts) in low-serum DMEM media (Thermo, 0.5%
Hyclone Fetal Bovine Serum; Invitrogen, Gibco phenol
red-free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium) to induce
cilia growth. At the start of the experiment, filters were
placed onto #1 glass coverslips (Fisher) and contained
in a humidity and temperature controlled stage-top incu-
bator (Tokai-Hit, ONICS). The sample was illuminated
with circularly polarized, 514 nm pumping light (Coher-
ent Sapphire, 50 mW). Fluorescence collected through
the objective was filtered with a dichroic beamsplitter
(Semrock, FF425/532/656-Di01) and a bandpass filter
(Semrock, FF01-578/105-25) before being imaged in 10
ms frames on an electron multiplied charge-coupled de-
vice (Andor Technology, iXon Ultra DU897). Single-
molecule trajectories were gathered from the subsequent
movie using custom Matlab image-analysis software that
fit a 2D symmetric Gaussian with a constant offset to
a small region of the image. Bad fits were removed if
the fitted parameters were determined to be inconsistent
with those of a single YFP molecule.
III. RESULTS
The results are divided into two sections. The first
presents the (unrealistic) situation where one of the as-
sumed stochastic models precisely matches the DGP (i.e.,
all noise distributions and spatial/temporal dependencies
are exactly known). The second set of results shows the
more practical situation where the DGP has features not
accounted for in the fitted model. GoF procedures and
hypothesis tests aiming to detect unmodeled statistical
dependence are studied in both situations.
A. Control Simulations:
The DGP Matches an Assumed Model
In Fig. 1, a 2D SDE with H = 12 and correlation be-
tween x and y serves as the DGP. Here and in what fol-
lows, “correlated” refers to dependence induced by non-
zero off-diagonal terms in F and “uncorrelated” refers to
situations where F is a diagonal matrix. Two models
are applied to each simulated trajectory. One estimated
model, referred to as “2D SDE” has the correct paramet-
ric structure; the other model constrains the off-diagonal
entries of F to be zero resulting in an uncorrelated model
(this model is also referred to as the “1D SDE” since
one estimate model parameters without jointly observ-
ing x and y). For each trajectory, the MLE parameter is
computed (see Ref. [14]) along with four tests statistic
WN , HN , M(1, 1), and M(2, 2); the first two test statis-
tics aim to robustly detect unmodeled statistical depen-
dence [28] and the latter two check GoF [30]; these four
test statistics are computed for each individual trajec-
tory. The fraction of rejections are plotted for various N
(nominal expected rejection rate under the null hypothe-
ses shown by dashed horizontal line). Table I contains
analogous results, except a 3D SDE with H = 12 gen-
erates data. These results demonstrate the Type I error
rate and power under situations and sample sizes relevant
to various SPT applications. Note that HN improves
power in detecting 2D/3D interactions in the cases stud-
ied (comparable power improvement also occurs if the 3D
simulations in Ref. [14] are studied).
TABLE I. Hypothesis Testing Results with 3D Data Generating
Process. Fraction rejected using nominal Type I rate = 10%. For
the (incorrect) 1D model, off-diagonal entries of F are set to 0.
Exact 3D Model 1D Model
N W H M11 M22 W H M11 M22
28 10.3 9.3 5.5 7.0 25.3 32.3 21.5 16.3
29 9.0 9.5 6.3 6.8 43.0 58.0 40.3 33.8
B. Robustness Studies:
The DGP Does Not Match Assumed Model
Next we turn to situations where the DGP does not
match the assumed model. The previously studied 2D
DGP is modified to have H = 0.74 [16]; note that σ is
multiplied by 250 to keep trajectories comparable, the
remaining SDE parameters are identical. The H > 12
case was studied because measurement noise can signifi-
cantly complicate detection of artifacts induced by ther-
mal noise with H < 12 in the “high frequency” and rela-
tively small N sampling regime studied [18, 26]. Fig. 2
demonstrates that the GoF tests are able to detect the
long range correlation in noise (and the unmodeled spa-
tial correlation). The dependence test for WN and HN
are just above the nominal null threshold in the 2D SDE
4model (unmodeled statistical dependence between x and
y is again readily detected in the 1D SDE model). Al-
though the (incorrect) 2D SDE model with H = 12 is
able to remove much of the linear correlation, statistical
dependence between the residuals (e1k and e2k) still ex-
ists due to the actual DGP having H = 0.74; as more
data is obtained, it becomes easier to detect this depen-
dence, hence rejection rates are above the nominal null
level even in the 2D model.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) DGP uses correlated anomalous diffusion,
with H = .74. Both models incorrectly assume normal (H = 1
2
)
diffusion. 2D model allows for correlation; 1D model sets correla-
tion to zero.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) DGP uses uncorrelated anomalous dif-
fusion, with H = .74. New coloring scheme emphasizes that no
statistical dependence exists between x and y in the DGP. Incor-
rect 2D model allows for potential correlation (but uses incorrect
H). The GoF Tests detect signatures of H = 0.74 whereas the In-
dependence Tests (correctly) achieve the expected rejection under
null (null of the latter tests is consistent with the DGP).
To demonstrate that the method of Ref. [28] is robust
to an incorrectly assumed model where no x/y depen-
dence exists, the previous DGP is modified to have off-
diagonal terms of F set to zero. The same model and test
statistics are applied, but now there is truly no statistical
dependence. Fig. 3 shows the 2D SDE model (assuming
H = 12 ) achieves the expected rejection rates for the null
hypothesis (the GoF tests still detect artifacts of H 6= 12 ).
Figure 4 provides another illustration of robustness. In
this situation, the DGP process is once again the corre-
lated 2D standard diffusion studied in Sec. III A, but the
fitted 2D SDE model constrains R to zero (the other pa-
rameters are fit via MLE). Recall that in the DGP, the
diagonal terms in R are greater than zero (hence mea-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) DGP uses correlated standard diffusion
with measurement noise. The 2D model allows for potential corre-
lation in the drift, but incorrectly assumes no measurement noise is
present (i.e., the model sets R = 0 without estimating this param-
eter from observed data). The GoF Tests readily detect signatures
of R > 0 in the data. The Independence Tests are relatively robust
to the modeling error, but the innovations are not statistically inde-
pendent due to measurement noise modeling errors (see discussion
in main text).
surement noise is known to be present). The GoF tests
readily detect the modeling error induced by setting R
equal to zero for all N considered. The independence
tests reject relatively close to the nominal null level since
statistical dependence induced by F is accounted for ex-
plicitly. However, measurement noise that is not properly
modeled can cause non-Markovian effects. For example,
increments of observations are anti-correlated in many
situations relevant to SPT analysis [18, 22, 25, 26]. The
coupling induced by non-zero off diagonal components in
F of the DGP causes the normalized innovations (com-
puted using the fitted model obtained where R is set to
zero) to become statistically dependent and this effect
just starts to become detectable for the larger N stud-
ied. Making F diagonal removes this effect (results not
shown, but are similar to those shown in Fig. 3). Note
that we took the extreme case of setting R = 0, so other
experimental artifacts affecting the localization noise dis-
tribution, e.g. [14, 22, 33–36], should also be readily han-
dled by the independence testing approach discussed in
this work.
C. Illustration of How the Assumed Stochastic
Model Affects Statistical Power
Although we just demonstrated robustness, this does
not imply that all models detect dependence between x
and y with equal power. Fig. 5 uses the same DGP as in
1, but fits a models where F is set to zero and all other
parameters are estimated (i.e., the “Zero Drift Model”).
Neglecting to account for the linear autocorrelation in-
duced by diagonal components of F substantially reduces
the power of WN and HN ; the unmodeled autocorre-
lation dominates the signal in the empirical marginals
and complicates detecting dependence between x and y.
Hence, when aiming to detect statistical dependence, we
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FIG. 5. (Color online). Same as Fig. 1 except the assumed model
sets all drift parameters equal to zero. Note: W = 33, 54, 77% and
H = 50, 72, 88% for the 1D Model studied in Fig. 1.
FIG. 6. (Color online). YFP tagged IFT88 trajectories in the
primary cilium of live epithelial cells. Top: case where rejection
caused by curved track occurred with N = 28 points (p-vals of 2D
and 1D models < 0.05). Bottom: case where straight line motion
was not rejected with N = 28. The arrows plotted denote the
estimated eigenvectors of F obtained by dividing the data into two
disjoint time windows of size N = 27 (eigenvectors corresponding
to larger magnitude eigenvalue denoted by dark solid lines).
suggest using estimation schemes advocated in Ref. [14]
since these models nest many classic SPT models as spe-
cial cases.
D. Application to Experimental IFT88 Trajectories
Finally, we apply the techniques to analyze the IFT88
data described in the Methods section. Fig. 6 plots two
trajectories where the molecular motors on IFT88 move
cargo through the primary cilium [9]. The total number
of data points plotted corresponds to N = 28; in the top
panel, the cytoskeletal track is curved and both 1D and
2D models assuming a constant F are rejected using HN
with N = 28. In the bottom panel, the directed motion
is effectively along a “straight line” and the constant F
2D model is not rejected by HN or WN with N = 28.
We subsequently divided the trajectories into two disjoint
time series of size N = 27 and extracted the MLE of the
2D models; the arrows in the plots show the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to the estimated F (the eigenvectors
show the natural local coordinates). For the N = 27, no
tests applied resulted in rejection. The fact that the es-
timated eigenvector “align” with the direction of motion
also suggests the N = 27 is adequate to provide a lo-
cal linear approximation of the curved cytoskeletal track.
These trajectories provide a clean graphical example of
nontrivial statistical dependence between measured x, y
positions. The technique presented detected unmodeled
dependence in a nonstationary signal containing thermal
and measurement noise, however, other nonlinear depen-
dencies (beyond curvature) can be detected with the ap-
proach advocated in Ref. [28].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Hypothesis tests for detecting statistical dependence
between measured x, y (z) data were demonstrated on
simulated and experimental SPT data. The approach
was shown to be robust to controversial assumptions
(e.g., anomalous vs. normal diffusion) and exhibited rea-
sonable power when presented single trajectories with
small N and non-negligible measurement noise using pa-
rameters characteristic of SPT experiments. The mea-
surement noise issue is particularly relevant to SPT appli-
cations since complex background and other optics effects
can complicate reliably modeling and extracting parame-
ters characterizing noise induced by the measurement ap-
paratus [14, 22, 33–36]. Such effects often become more
pronounced as the temporal resolution increases [26], so
the “robustness” aspect of the testing procedure shown
is particularly appealing from an applied experimental
data analysis perspective.
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VI. APPENDIX
The Mo¨bius transformation for the test of primary in-
terest in our study is defined by:
RA,~`,N (~x) =N
− 12
N∑
k=1
∏
j∈A
[I{ej,k+lj ≤ xj} − FjN (xj)],
(3)
FjN (ej,t+lj ) :=
1
N
N∑
k=1
I{ejk ≤ ej,k+lj}. (4)
In the expression above, I{·} represents the indicator
function of an event; ~` specifies a temporal offset (or
“time lag” [28]) vector; xj (lj) is component j of ~x ∈ Rd
(~` ∈ Rd); and FjN denotes the empirical marginal dis-
tribution of residual j estimated from N observations
[28]. The set A is a collection of position indices (e.g.,
A = (1, 3) represents the x and z coordinates). Let A
denote the collection of all possible spatial interactions,
e.g. if d = 3 then A = {(1, 2, 3), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3)}.
Despite the fact that RA,~`,N and RB,~`,N for A,B ∈ A
can have overlapping empirical rank information, the
Mo¨bius transformation (Eq. 3) has the property that
cov(RA,~`,N ,RB,~`′,N ) = 0 unless A = B and ~` = ~`
′ in
the limit N → ∞ (additional transformations can pro-
duce standard Gaussian vectors [28]); these fact can be
exploited to construct test statistics generated by com-
bining multiple lag vectors (~`) and position index sets
(A) into a single test statistic.
As mentioned in the main text, we are primarily inter-
ested in the generalized cross-correlations. This quantity
is defined by:
N
1
2 γˆA,~`,N = (−1)|A|
∫
R|A|
RA,~`,N (~x
(A))d~x(A)
=N−
1
2
N∑
k=1
∏
j∈A
(ej,k+lj − e¯j) (5)
where |A| is the number of elements in A, ~x(A) are the
coordinates of ~x contained in A, and e¯j :=
1
N
N∑
k=1
ej,k The
second line above follows from the definition of RA,~`,N
and the fact that the mean of a continuous random vari-
able X (having distribution function F (t) := P (X ≤ t))
is given by E[X] =
∞∫
0
(
1 − F (t))dt − 0∫
−∞
F (t)dt for real-
valued random variables [37] (the multivariate analog of
this identity is used above [28]). In our work, we use
the same time lag parameter vectors utilized in Ref. [28]
throughout. The primary test statistic of interest, HN ,
is readily computed using these expressions (the relevant
expressions for WN are provided in Ref. [28]).
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